MONEY AS MEDICINE: LEVERAGING PHILANTHROPY TO DECOLONIZE
WEALTH
excerpts from “Decolonizing Wealth: Indigenous Wisdom to Heal Divides and Restore
Balance” written by Edgar Villanueva
The ﬁeld of philanthropy is a living anachronism.
It is (we are) like a stodgy relative wearing clothes that will never come back in fashion. It is
adamant that it knows best, holding tight the purse strings. It is stubborn. It fails to get with the
times, frustrating the younger folks. It does not care.
It is (we are) like a mansion with neoclassical columns and manicured lawns staffed with butlers
and maids who pass silver trays of tiny tasteless nibbles (pigs in blankets, angels on horseback,
anyone?) to guests wearing tailcoats and bustles, as a string quartet plays tunes written
centuries ago. No one’s voice rises over a certain decibel, no one jokes, no one’s words call
attention to the ludicrous and unsustainable farce that is the entire scene.
It is (we are) a period play, a costume drama, a fantasy of entitlement, altruism, and superiority.
Far too often, it creates (we create) division and suffering rather than progress and healing.
It is (we are) a sleepwalking sector, white zombies spewing the money of dead white people in
the name of charity and benevolence.
It is (we are) colonialism in the empire’s newest clothes.
It is (we are) racism in institutional form.
Philanthropy moves at a glacial pace. Epidemics and storms hit, communities go underwater
literally and metaphorically, Black and Brown children get shot dead or lose their youth inside
jail cells, families are separated across continents, women are abused and beaten and raped,
all of Rome burns while we ﬁddle with another survey on strategies, another study on impact.
Other sectors feel the heat of competition. Not us. We politely nod at the innovations of the
business sector; it takes us a half-century to implement one of them. We indulge those who say
that diversity is important by conducting several decades of analyses, hiring consultant groups
with absurd price tags. We publish reports. We create a task force and debate mightily over
what to call it. We do not actually change, not more than superﬁcially.
This is philanthropy. It is (we are) the family that embarrasses me and infuriates me. But it’s still
my family, my relations, and I believe in redemption. It’s from the place of calling this family to
a better self that I write.

Philanthropy, honey, it’s time for an intervention.
Money as Medicine
For most people, “medicine” is something used to treat or cure a disease, often a man-made
drug, or sometimes an herb. Sometimes it refers to the whole ﬁeld: hospitals, pharmacies,
doctors, and so on. In Native traditions, however, medicine is a way of achieving balance. An
Indigenous medicine person doesn’t just heal illnesses—he or she can restore harmony or
establish a state of being, like peacefulness. Medicine people live and practice among the
people; access to them is constant and unrestricted. And the practice of medicine is not just
limited to the hands of medicine people: everyone is welcome to participate. Engaging with
medicine is a part of the experience of daily life. Traditionally, Indigenous people don’t wait to
be out of balance before they turn to medicine.
In the Indigenous worldview, many kinds of things can be medicine: a place, a word, a stone,
an animal, a natural phenomenon, a dream, a life event like a coffee date with a friend, or even
something that seems bad in the moment, like the loss of a job. Have you ever looked back at
your life and thought, “That was the best thing that could have ever happened to me”? That
was medicine. In order for something or someone to serve as medicine, it only needs to be
ﬁlled with or granted a kind of mystical or spiritual power. You (anyone) can ﬁnd and use
medicine, just by allowing your intuition and feelings to determine whether something can
serve as medicine. You listen for its sacred power; you don’t force it.
You don’t choose the medicine, the elders say—it chooses you.
It has taken me a long, long time (patience is a virtue in Indian country) to accept that the
medicine that has chosen me is money. Because, I mean: money? Come on. Money corrupts.
Money is dirty, even ﬁlthy. Money is the root of all evil, doesn’t the Bible say that?
But what is money but a way to measure value, to facilitate exchange? And what is exchange
but a type of relationship between people? Money is a proxy for the sweat we spent on
growing food, sewing clothes, assembling electronics, coding apps, creating entertainment,
researching and developing innovations, etc. It’s just a stand-in for the materials we used, the
services granted, the responsibility shouldered. Money is a tool to reﬂect the obligations
people develop toward each other as they interact. It’s “the measure of one’s trust in other
human beings,” as anthropologist David Graeber writes in his comprehensive book Debt.
Materially, it’s a bit of nickel, zinc, copper. It’s a little linen, mostly cotton, some ink. It’s basically
Kleenex adorned with dead presidents. Actually, today mostly it’s a series of zeroes and ones.
Bytes, data on screens. Imaginary. Harmless.
And in fact, the Bible doesn’t say money’s the root of all evil. It says the love of money is the

root of all evil—in other words, when we let it be more important than life, relationships, and
humanity.
I’m not saying there aren’t problems with money when it’s hoarded, controlled, used to divide
people, to oppress and dominate. But that’s not the money’s fault. Inherently it’s value-neutral.
Humans have used money wrongfully. We’ve made money more important than human life.
We’ve allowed it to divide us. That is a sin. We forget that we humans made money up out of
thin air, as a concept, a tool for a complex society, a placeholder for aspects of human
relations. We forget that we gave money its meaning and its power.
Money is like water. Water can be a precious life-giving resource. But what happens when water
is dammed, when a water cannon is ﬁred on protestors in subzero temperatures? Money
should be a tool of love, to facilitate relationships, to help us thrive, rather than to hurt and
divide us. If it’s used for sacred, life-giving, restorative purposes, it can be medicine.
Money, used as medicine, can help us decolonize.
Seven Steps to Healing
Across American history and through the present day, the accumulation of wealth is steeped in
trauma. The process of healing from that trauma is central to decolonization. Acknowledging
our woundedness is key. This is not just for individuals—institutions can also engage in the
Seven Steps to Healing:
1. Grieve: We have to stop and feel the hurts we’ve endured.
2. Apologize: We must apologize for the hurts we’ve caused.
3. Listen: We must acknowledge the wisdom of those excluded and exploited by the
system, who possess exactly the perspective and wisdom needed to ﬁx it.
4. Relate: We need space to share our whole selves with each other and understand we
don’t have to agree in order to respect each other.
5. Represent: We must build whole new decision-making tables, rather than setting token
places at the colonial tables as an afterthought.
6. Invest: We need to put ALL our money where our values are.
7. Repair: We must use money to heal where people are hurting and stop more hurt from
happening.
These steps aren’t necessarily linear. Certain steps may need to be revisited, and the entire
process may need to be repeated. In this way, it’s more of a circular or spiral process. Like any
clever virus, the colonizer mindset keeps mutating and adapting, so in order to heal fully, we
will need to be vigilant and get booster shots.
This is not a silver bullet solution. There is no quick ﬁx for the complexity of colonization.

Decolonization is a process with roles for everyone involved, whether you’re rich or poor,
funder or recipient, victim or perpetrator. It may not feel like we’re moving forward at all, during
certain phases of healing. Patience and grit are required.
Mitakuye Oyasin
All My Relations, Mitakuye Oyasin, as the Lakota say—meaning, we are all related, connected,
not only to other humans but to all the other living things and inanimate things and the planet,
and also the Creator. The principle of All My Relations means that everyone is at home here.
Everyone has a responsibility in making things right. Everyone has a role in the process of
healing, regardless of whether they caused or received more harm. All our suffering is mutual.
All our healing is mutual. All our thriving is mutual.
Confronting Trauma
There is a folktale about a serpent that once upon a time was plaguing a village. The serpent
had devoured many of the villagers, including children, and everyone lived in fear of its next
attack. A ﬂute player who was still among the living decided something must be done. He
packed a bundle of food and a knife, and he went to the edge of the village and began playing
his ﬂute. As he expected, the music drew the serpent to him, and in one bite the serpent
swallowed the ﬂute player. Inside the serpent’s stomach it was dark, but the ﬂute player pulled
out his knife and cut away a little of the serpent’s stomach and ate it. Bit by bit, he cut away the
serpent’s ﬂesh from the inside. This went on for some time, until ﬁnally the ﬂute player reached
the serpent’s heart. When he cut it out, the serpent died, and the ﬂute player crawled out of
the serpent and returned to the village, bringing along the serpent’s heart to show everyone,
so they would know they no longer had reason to be afraid.
I see it as a story about grappling with collective trauma. We have to enter into the darkness of
it. It can’t be dealt with from the outside. We have to go inside, despite our resistance, and
allow ourselves to feel swallowed up and surrounded by it. It might seem like the pain will
never end and there is no way out of it, but bit by bit we come to the heart of the matter. The
ﬂute player had prepared himself for a prolonged reckoning. Some kinds of grappling, for
especially deep wounds, are lifelong projects. If we do not reckon with it, however, if we carry
around unresolved grief, we will spend our lives plagued by the serpent. When we ﬁnally get to
the heart of the matter, we can emerge lighter and ready to build something new.
Native American Identity
Being Native American inherently involves an identity crisis. We’re the only race or ethnicity
that is only acknowledged if the government says we are. Here we are, we exist, but we still
have to prove it. Anyone else can say they are what they are. No one has to prove that they’re
Black or prove that they’re Latinx. There are deep implications to this. The rates of alcoholism,

substance abuse, and suicide are linked to this fundamental questioning of our identity. We
exist in the “Other” box. To try to feel safe inside that box, and then to be told you’ve got to
prove your right to be in that box—that the box itself is under threat—is deeply demoralizing.
Unpacking Colonization
Colonization seems totally normal, because the history books are full of it and because, to this
day, many colonizing powers talk about colonization not with shame but with pride in their
accomplishments—but it’s actually the strangest thing. Conquering is one thing: you travel to
another place and take its resources, kill the people who get in your way, and then go home
with your spoils. But in colonization, you stick around, occupy the land, and force the existing
Indigenous people to become you. It’s like a zombie invasion: colonizers insist on taking over
the bodies, minds, and souls of the colonized.
Moving Toward Decolonization
Decolonization, obviously, is the process of undoing colonization. The Afro-Caribbean
philosopher and revolutionary Frantz Fanon described decolonization using the famous line
from the Bible: “The last shall be ﬁrst and the ﬁrst last.” Taken literally, decolonization means
that the land that was stolen is returned, and sovereignty over not only the land and its
resources but also over social structures and traditions is granted back to those from whom it
was all stolen.
Yet decolonization deﬁned like this tends to get stuck and make no headway at all. The truth is,
there is no future that does not include the settlers occupying Indigenous lands. Today, in the
twenty-ﬁrst century, Indigenous lives and settler lives—families and businesses—are
intertwined. This is simply the pragmatic reality of today’s world. What we can focus on with
decolonization is stopping the cycles of abuse and healing ourselves of trauma. In this way we
expand our possibilities for the future.
We must heal ourselves by each taking responsibility for our part in creating or maintaining the
colonial virus. We must identify and reject the colonized aspects of our culture and our
institutions so that we can heal. In healing we eradicate the colonizer virus from society: instead
of divide, control, exploit, we embrace a new paradigm of connect, relate, belong.

